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Russia’s two largest cities experienced the warmest autumn temperatures of their recorded histories in
2020. Sergei Kiselyov / Moskva News Agency

Global climate change is behind this year’s extraordinarily warm autumn in Moscow and St.
Petersburg, experts interviewed by The Moscow Times said. 

Russia’s two largest cities experienced the warmest autumn temperatures of their recorded
histories in 2020, official weather services reported Tuesday. 

And it’s only the beginning, experts say. 
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Over the next 10 years, Russia can expect to see warmer autumn temperatures than those of
the previous decade, said Alexei Kokorin, head of climate and energy program at the World
Wildlife Fund in Russia. 

“The climate has become increasingly unstable in terms of temperature, precipitation and
winds,” Kokorin said. 

Alexander Kislov, head of meteorology and climatology at Moscow State University, said other
factors besides climate change are at play, pointing to three main causes for Moscow’s warm
autumn. 

“The first reason is global warming, the type of warming which is manifested everywhere,
including in Russia's central region and Moscow,” Kislov told The Moscow Times. 

“The second reason is the [atmospheric] circulation phenomenon of a given year: the
prevalence of air outflow from the south,” he said. These winds may also come from the
north, causing the opposite anomaly. 

“In addition to this, large urban agglomerations are creating their own mesoclimate, which is
manifested in a so-called ‘heat island’,” Kislov said. 

Related article: Moscow Sees Warmest Fall on Record

Measuring Moscow’s climate dynamics could become increasingly tricky as authorities are
looking to close down the Balchug weather station due to high rent costs, Kislov said. The
weather station located near the Kremlin gathers important data on Moscow’s urban area.

Russia has started working to address climate adaptation, releasing an official plan of action
to mitigate damage and take advantage of opportunities created by climate change early this
year. The first stage of adaptation aims to establish regulatory, methodological and legal
frameworks, according to the state climate center’s report.

However, Kokorin said the speed at which these issues are being addressed in general is quite
slow.

In recent years, Russia has taken an increasingly reactionary approach to climate change,
with Moscow’s measures usually coming in response to restrictions imposed by other
governments such as EU’s carbon footprint tax, Kokorin said.
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